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Electrostatic Potential
In our study of Universal Gravitation, introducing the idea of the potential energy of
an object opened up a whole range of possible things we could calculate, such as
how an object moves in orbit, or how much energy it takes to escape an object's gravity well. Potential
energy is also a very useful idea in electrostatics; we call it voltage, and it's what batteries and wall outlets
have that moves electrons.

The basic idea is that positive charges make a hill around
themselves, and negative charges make a valley. Positive
charges want to flow downhill, and negative charges want to
flow uphill. Therefore, all the mountains want to crumble and all
the valleys want to be filled in; eventually everything becomes
level ground again. This is very different from gravity, in which
all the valleys just want to become deeper.

Notice that the potential hills and valleys are flat inside the
objects. This is because charges are free to move anywhere they
want in a conductor: if the hill were not flat there, positive
charge would fall downhill and negative charge would float
uphill until the hill levelled out. The same thing happens when a
neutral object is placed near a charged object; the potential "hill" near the object is sloped, so the charges in
it redistribute themselves. If I were to touch that neutral object with my finger, electrons would flow into it
until it was lowered to the same potential level as me, namely, zero.

We use the term ground to refer to an object at zero potential that is big enough that it can gain or lose lots
of electrons without noticing it.

. 1 a) What is the technical term for what happened to the conductor in the picture on the left above?

b) If I move the smaller object in the picture on the right away from the large one, what type of "hill"
will it turn out to have?

c) What do we call this method of charging an object?

d) Suppose that I instead allowed the two charges in that picture to pull together and touch each other.
What would happen to the level of each hill?



. 2 This picture to the right shows the potential
hill near two positive charges, one slightly less
than the other.

a) Which way would a negative charge want to
go if placed to the right of both charges?

b) What would a positive charge want to do if placed between the two charges?

c) Do you think it would be possible to get a negative charge to stay exactly between the two charges?

. 3 This picture to the right shows the potential
hill near two opposite but equally large
charges.

a) The following is a trick question. I expect
you to identify the trick and give a correct
answer anyway. If an object is placed exactly
between the two charges, which way will it be
pulled?

b) What would happen if the two charges touched each other?

. 4 Suppose that I have two objects, both of which were big enough
to be "ground", but which are at different potentials. I connect
them with a conducting wire. However, they're so big, neither
changes its height when it gains or loses electrons. What will
happen?

. 5 Suppose I have two spheres, both with the same amount of charge, but one is a smaller sphere. Which
one will have a higher potential hill? Or will they be the same?


